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Performance elevated

This pandemic has created extraordinary and
challenging times for the entire globe, not only
concerns of people's health but also drastic
changes to our movements, as governments
around the world took measures and placed
restrictions on our daily lives, including travel,
work and leisure. This also greatly impacted
the restrictions and movement of seafarers.
First and foremost, we must give praise and
thanks to all Seafarers and Staff plus families,
for their understanding, during this pandemic
which started to affect everyone since March of
2020. The support and determination along the
way, of seafarers, their family members and
shore staff and for taking on the responsibility
to keep things working as best and safest
possible, with utmost diligence and
professionalism.
The coronavirus pandemic-led lockdown
paralysed the global economy. Shipping
industry was not spared. Despite the
unprecedented difficulties, touch wood, our
principals, owners/managers cooperated with
HSL on safely relieving the seafarers even at
great financial costs as restrictions over time
relaxed over the last three months. We have
already relieved six hundred plus seafarers
over last two and a half months.
Certainly, this has been a major challenge for
all our seafarers, we fully appreciate their
cooperation and understanding being away
from home longer, symptoms of tiredness, and
frustration. We should also keep in mind many
seafarers who were stuck ashore during this
period and could not join due to flight
restriction, movement restriction and seafarers
diagnosed with covid positive results.
The crisis has built resilience at our company,
as we all learn to adapt to new ways of
operations and at the same time build new
strengths. At HSL, we have been doing
everything possible and required to get crew
changes done wherever and whenever possible
and improve the situation.
Once again, we would like to express our
THANK YOU to all parties involved,
particularly our seafarers and their families,
owners/managers and our shore staff for
cooperating so professionally throughout these
challenging times. We look forward to rapid
improvement of the situation and return to
some normality.
Emdadul H Chowdhury
Managing Director
Haque & Sons Ltd.

PASSING OUT CEREMONY OF FIFTH BATCH RATINGS OF
INTERNATIONAL MARITIME ACADEMY
23rd February 2020 at PUBAIL, GAZIPUR.
International Maritime Academy
being the pioneer in maritime
training in private sector, is going
ahead with it's full dedication,
quality
assurance
and
uncompromised level of standard.
After establishment of IMA, so
far five batches of ratings have
passed out successfully. IMA, the
only "A" grade private academy
is approved to conduct rating
courses on Deck, Engine, Fitter cum welder, Cook and Steward training courses.
As IMA intake procedure is strictly undergoing well established procedure, so the
outcome of rating performance is impressive. So far IMA has produced total 158
ratings. Out of them 148 ratings are already provided with jobs in different
prominent foreign shipping companies.
On 23rd February 2020, 5th batch rating passing out ceremony was organized in
IMA permanent campus. It was a wonderful day for each of them as all 50 ratings
completed 6 months of regimental training with theoretical and practical
knowledge.
Each and every human mind
always looks forward for a
brighter day alike the ratings
dreamed for a completion of
training and opening of new arena
of employment. The academy
prepared itself with utmost
shining way with beautiful
gesture. Each and every corner
dressed in a decent and attractive
way.
On the other hand, the authority takes the
pleasure to complete the course and see
their pupils in a standard position and fit to
compete with the world's race. So it is an
auspicious day for both parties to
celebrate. The proud parents were invited
by the academy to witness the moment of
achievement of their dearest one.
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'THE NEW
NORMAL'

Key Performance Indicators 2020
Key Performance Indicators (KPI) have largely been viewed as a gauge of performance, with charterers of the ships looking at
downtime, or time off hire as a measure of a ship's potential ability to deliver. But in more recent times, a far more all- embracing
determination of performance has evolved, largely driven by the industry itself.
The evolution of the Key Performance Indicator (KPI) has been driven by this need to demonstrate excellence, quality and best
practice, but in a way that can be better understood and offers what is effectively a standard measurement. In short, KPI are a
reliable tool with which improvements can be gauged and focus on areas where corrections are required. Haque & Sons Ltd has
maintained KPI's year to year as it is a well-recognized method of benchmarking, capable of measuring changes that are taking
place, which is useful in recognizing improvements or deterioration in performance with the minimum of delay.
The KPI are results based for year 2020.
Number of Recruited Seafarers Breakdown

Number of seafarers recruited from (January
01 to December 31, 2020) 1465.
Breakdown of Vessel Type Retention

Tanker Fleet 98%, Bulk Fleet 97% and Container
Fleet 97%.
Completion of Contact

Seafarers completing their contract 97.24%.

Retention Rate

Senior Officers 98%, Junior Officers / Cadets
99% and Ratings 97%.
Poor Performance

The percentage of return crew due to lack of
competency 0.27%
Seafarers feedback

Seafarers feedback 98.22%

Number of Officers & Ratings Recruited

Senior Officers Top four 392, Junior officer
including cadets 508 and Rating 565.
P&I Case (Medical Ground & Injured)

The percentage of return crew due to illness or
due to re-occurrence of previous sickness 0.54%
Principals Education Webinar

Principals education webinar : Attended 53

'SAILING THROUGH DIFFICULT TIME'
Capt.ZakiAhad,Commandant,IMA

It is over a year since news spread that people are getting infected and dying from a disease about which the rest of the world
knew little about. Panic spread around the world as the rate of infection increased by days and the fatalities increased in
geometric progression. Couple of months later, the virus has spread on an international scale and the virus spread to neighboring
states, prompting restrictive measures in some countries. With a developing economy, Bangladesh has a significant numbers of
expatriate experts for mega projects and our economy is also dependent on remittance of expatriate workers. The question then
became, when will the virus enter Bangladesh and what are the contingency measures to overcome the immediate consequences.
On 8th of March, last year the first case was detected and the first fatality was on the 18th. On the afternoon of 17th March as per
the directive of the government, we has sent all our cadets and non- resident instructors and staff home. Emergency meetings and
decisions were taken for the safety of the resident staff and their security. A code of conduct has to be drawn to ensure above and
the necessary information was informed and compliance in the campus was ensured. The management staff continued office till
the 25th of March and then lockdown prevailed and the situation deteriorated as more cases of the virus started emerging in
clusters followed by more fatalities.
Uneasiness prevailed. Most of the management staff were unused to such a situation. There were so many things about to happen
and planned for future. We had passing out parade for the outgoing 9th batch ready with invitation card distributed and honorable
guests both from home and abroad invited for the occasion. The junior cadets were looking forward to becoming senior cadets; we
had schedule prepared for intake of our next batch of ratings and new batch of cadets were supposed to join the academy on the
3rd of April. Most important of all, we had a commitment to keep with our students, so that they can progress with our academic
program.
Fortunately, the examinations of the outgoing batch was over and many of them sail around the globe today as trade and
commerce remains uninterrupted. With little time in hand after our initial recovery from the pandemic shock, the academy advised
the students to prepare for online classes. With hardly any experience in such venture, a program had to be chalked as to how it is
to be done, both on the side of the instructors as well as the students. Telephone and mail message were sent out to the students as
to how to participate in online classes. Class routine for such system had been drawn and long before any other institution could
make use of the system, we had virtual classroom in place from the 10th of April. Later on, on 27th of May, we received official
guidelines for online classes from the maritime administration. On 1st of June, office was resumed for all instructors. By this time,
we had sent out printed books and learning materials to the cadets. The previous method of sending teaching materials was in soft
format.
( To be cont'd on page 4 )
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INTERNATIONAL MARITIME ACADEMY
Passing Out Ceremony of The
5th Batch Ratings
Cont'd from page 1

N E W S U P D AT E
ETM Hiring
Bangladeshi seafarer for LNG
Excelerate Technical Management BV (ETM) has nominated Haque & Sons as
their sole and exclusive manning agent in Bangladesh to recruit Bangladeshi
seafarer in their managed vessels. ETM is established in Belgium & they are
managing LNG FSRU vessel owned by Excelerate Energy. Excelerate energy is an
US-based LNG company & one of the leading owners of FSRU (Floating Storage
Regasification Unit) vessel worldwide.

Commandant of the Academy, Capt
Zaki Ahad in his opening speech
congratulated the rating for their
successful completion and to
maintain the discipline of the
academy. He also advised them to
be very professional and uphold the
good name of the academy and
abide by the regulations of the
company they are employed for.
Gold Medal for overall best
performance was awarded to deck
ratings Md. Mainuddin Chisti for
best performance. Deck rating
Kamrul Hasan Emon received the
silver medal for best performance in
Deck division, Fitter rating Md.
Forhad Uddin received the silver
medal for best performance in
Engine & Fitter division and Cook
rating Md. Juwel Rana received the
silver medal for best performance in
Catering division.
The Chief guest in his speech
expressed his highest satisfaction
with the turn out and performance
of the ratings in all respect. He
emphasized them to uphold the
good name of the profession, the
academy and the country. He
thanked the management, faculty
and supporting staff for hard work
to accomplish the training.
The presence of honorable Director
General encouraged all the ratings
and took the event in a different
height. A photo session was done
with presence of all official and
members of staff with the outgoing
ratings. The ceremony was called
off by cutting a cake with the chief
guest and a festive luncheon.

Natural gas is transported on specially designed ships as liquefied natural gas
(LNG). LNG is natural gas that is cooled to -260° Fahrenheit, the temperature at
which natural gas becomes a liquid.
FSRU is an LNG storage ship that has an onboard regasification plant capable of
returning LNG back into a gaseous state and then supplying it directly into the gas
network.

At present Excelerate is operating their FSRU project in Argentina, Bangladesh,
Brazil, US, UAE, Pakistan, Israel, Kuwait. In Bangladesh, Excelerate is doing their
operation with two FSRU Vessel Excellence & Summit LNG at Moheshkhali.
LNG FSRU vessel is very much new to our seafarer. All joiners need to do special
FSRU familiarization course in our training facility Bangladesh Maritime Training
Institute where the principal has vast experience working onboard LNG vessels
with Royal Dutch company Shell. In addition to STCW requirement courses,
various in-house training also planned to conduct for all selected seafarer as per
HSL & ETM Training matrix. So, all crew are well prepared & are fully ready to
serve in FSRU Vessel prior joining.
Crew is joining in FSRU vessel with highest salary package, family medical
benefits & attractive facilities onboard. At present FSRU in Moheshkhali are
manned by multinational crew. In a very short period, all Ratings will be replaced
by our Bangladesh nationality. We are in demand from ETM to provide
experienced officer for their vessel. As a result, LNG vessel experienced
Bangladeshi Chief Officer has joined recently and started his carrier in FSRU
vessel. Hopefully more Bangladeshi officers will join to ETM managed vessel in
near future.
As per statistics approximately there are 37 FSRU vessels at the moment but
shortage of seafarers for these type vessels. As Bangladeshi seafarers have started
their carrier in FSRU vessels we hope in a very short period they will be a very
good competitor in international job market of LNG & FSRU fleet. We, the Haque
& Sons are feeling proud to be a part of it. We always try our best to source & to
create new job market for our Seafarers. This is the first opportunity for HSL to
man officers and ratings onboard LNG vessels.
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Company News
Upgradation in BMTI
Simulation-based Training Facilities
Bangladesh Maritime Training Institute offers BRM & BTM simulator-based
course to marine professionals in a view to enhance safety aspects during
navigation. In January 2020, two of our senior permanent instructors; Capt. J.M.
Rakib and Capt. Babul Hossain, attended Kline BRM & BTM courses as observers
in K-Line Maritime Academy Philippines. Based on their recommendation, our
existing Full Mission Ship simulation room has been modified and upgraded to
separate Bridge simulation section, exercise monitoring and debriefing section. The
students will work collaboratively in teams in exercises during scenarios, practicing
the different work roles of Bridge team leader, officer-of-the-watch and lookouts,
performing the work order in a professional manner onboard a technologically
equipped ship. During scenarios, the bridge team will be expected to take overall
control of the exercise by planning the course, taking positions and navigate the
ship in a preplanned route with due regards to all safety aspects of navigation. The
instructor will monitor the entire exercise from the instructor's room in the near
proximity of the bridge. The instructor's room contains several computer screens
showing different aspects of the students' work, and will work actively with the
technology to monitor what is happening on the bridge and how that affects the
scenario as a whole. Before and after simulator training sessions, briefings and
debriefings will be held in the briefing room.

Full Mission Bridge Simulator with separate monitoring room
In light of modern advancement in Engine technology in maritime sector,
Bangladesh Maritime Training Institute has recently installed ERS 5000 TECHSIM
MAN B&W CAM-LESS ELECTRONIC ENGINE simulator by WARTSILA. The
simulator comprises models of the Propulsion Plant, Electric Power Plant,
Integrated Control and Monitoring System (ICMS), Boiler Monitoring and Control
System (BMCS), auxiliary systems, Equipment, units and machinery. 3D
visualization functionality is available in the simulator.
The ME-engine SIMULATOR allows the candidates to practice operation of
ME-engine at different load conditions with respect to different modes (either NOx
mode or, ECONOMY mode) & observe the engine behavior enabling
troubleshooting practices. This will enrich student's confidence to handle
ME-engine on board vessel in real situations in future as most of the new coming
vessels are fitted with ME engines. Additionally, High Voltage power generation
and distribution system allows students to carryout maintenance & troubleshooting
in HV system utilizing the simulation feature.

Engine Room Simulator (Cam-Less Electronic Engine)
We hope the continual upgradation of our simulation- based training will satisfy
our customers and Principals of various shipping companies around the world.
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SAILING
THROUGH
DIFFICULT TIME
Cont'd from page 2

All lessons delivered had to be
recorded along with student
attendance and appropriate sequence
had to be followed to ensure lesson
delivery was in line with lesson plan
and course module. The practical
aspect remained missing, however,
video clips of demonstration of
practical parts were used extensively.
Seafarers need to comply with
continued proficiency in order to sail
as per international convention and to
meet that requirement of the
convention they are to demonstrate
continued proficiency in practical
training for some courses. The
academy, since 27th June has offered
its services for such training so that
their competence remains valid for
sailing. This was done in limited
scale keeping in line with the safety
protocols.
A disused part of the academy was
also used for quarantine of seafarers
about to join vessels and awaiting
result for the covid-19 tests. IMA had
successfully ensured such service
with safety to its personnel.
Progress has also been made in the
development of its marine, electronic
and seamanship workshop. Given the
difficult time, new courses are now
being developed and offered to our
seafarers.
What is missed in the present
circumstance is the presence of the
new intake who have completed
almost ten months of academic study,
without being present. The senior
batch was allowed to join and we
thank the government for allowing us
so. Their training would end in March
and thereafter, provided situation
improves we shall be able to bring in
the rest of the students.
It has been difficult, as well as
different from any other time in our
entire life. As we adapt to the
prevailing situation, we can only
hope that with patience and
perseverance we shall overcome
these troubled days and look forward
to smooth sailing in near future.

Company News

IMANewCourses
Astepahead//Capt.SubrataKumarSaha
International Maritime Academy (IMA) being the leading maritime training institute of Bangladesh is in acceleration of
continual improvement of its training quality and diversification of it's training. Apart from STCW courses, IMA has put its
steps to other required and relevant training long ago according to demand of the present trend of shipping. Different ship
owners has trusted IMA and sending their officers and engineers to train them under the qualified lecturers and modern
resources of IMA. Worth mentioning, Electrical course for operation and management level of both Unix Line & Kline being
performed by highly experienced trainers and being praised by the customers. Trained officers also reflected their learning in
their professional activities on board the vessel.
Though COVID-19 has slowed down the globe but not IMA. During this pandemic period, with kind support of Government
of Bangladesh, IMA has launched a new course of KLINE named ADVANCED ELECTRICAL COURSE (Electrical & PLC
combined). Precession electrical circuits and explanation of electronic components will definitely enrich the trainees to
perform efficiently onboard, to be precise, during trouble shooting. Basic PLC, PLC programme, Circuit implementation and
simulation also shown & explained during the training.
K Line Ship Management Singapore with its long relation and association with IMA showed it's generosity by presenting a
Training reefer container unit for Kline engineers. IMA has recently completed its first course named REFRIGERATED
CONTAINER MANAGEMENT TRAINING COURSE consisting of 7 seven trainee & Kline observer. A real reefer unit after
starting its operation, the basic refrigeration cycle, detection of alarm and it's remedy and proper operational procedures are
discussed in the course. The trainees had shown their utmost satisfaction while they were undergoing the training, specially
getting the opportunity to see practically the inside configuration of the unit. The lecture was not limited to slide show or
video, but practical operation of the unit was visualized by each trainee. The qualified and efficient trainers delivered their
best to enrich the knowledge of attendees.

TRAINING REEFER UNIT

VIRTUAL WELDING SIMULATOR

PLC TRAINING IN PROGRESS

The next upcoming course offered from Kline is REAL DANGER SENSING COURSE. This is very timely demand of the
industry. Seafarer gets injured, to some extent gets permanently disabled or losing lots of precious work hours just by injuries.
A small precaution and realizing the consequence will definitely reduce the rate of injuries. IMA has equipped itself by
installing new mooring winch and other necessary equipment to make it up to the standard of Kline. Designated instructor of
IMA has trained himself under Kline, to conduct the course as a trainer. How a small neglect or ignorance may lead to
devastating condition will be explained showing practically during this course. This course will not only satisfy Kline but also
help the trainees to be safe on board and do the risk assessment prior taking any step.
Another most encouraging moment of IMA for being the pioneer in Bangladesh, for adding most prestigious resource of
training element which is VIRTUAL WELDING SIMUALTOR. Most modern and sophisticated equipment will be
commissioned soon and will be used to train the seafarers to be perfectionist in their process of welding. This will generate all
real time work performance as if welding is being done in the workshop or other area taking all safety precaution. An amazing
development of science and IMA has adopted it.
International Maritime Academy (IMA) observing keenly the progress of shipping world. Every day ships are being equipped
with ultra-modern equipment. IMA, to keep pace with advancing trend of shipping, training its trainers and installing
equipment which are essential and important. Not too far, IMA will place it's stone and will be recognized worldwide as a
quality and resourceful maritime training academy. Special thanks to M. Okada San of KLSM Singapore and Capt. Amit Jain
of Unix Line Pte Ltd for their generosity of assisting IMA for training and education support.
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Company News
INTERNATIONALMARITIMEACADEMY
SIGNSMoUWITHS.E.I.P.
UNDERMINSITRYOFFINANCE
International Maritime Academy in collaboration with Association of Export
Oriented Shipbuilding Industries of Bangladesh (AEOSIB) project named as Skills
for Employment Investment Program (SEIP), under Finance Division of the
Ministry of Finance, Govt. of the People's Republic of Bangladesh on 27th
January, 2020.
The agreement was signed by Mr. Emdadul Haque Chowdhury, Managing
Director of IMA and Mr. Md. Hazrat Ali on behalf of IMA and Engr. Md.
Sakhawat Hossain, General Secretary, AEOSIB-SEIP and Capt. M. Habibur
Rahman, Chief Coordinator, AEOSIB-SEIP on behalf of AEOSIB.

The project is being financed by Asian Development Bank (ADB) and Swiss
Agency for Development of Cooperation (SDC).
IMA has a large marine training workshop and has been audited by the SEIP team
for compliance and suitability. It has been decided by the owner of IMA,
M/S Haque and Sons Limited to extend its facility as part of its corporate social
responsibility towards the underprivileged community who can acquire skills that
will enable them to earn a decent livelihood through skills acquired by practical
training.
During the period of validity of the current agreement upto the end of this year,
IMA intends to train about 90 trainees in Machine Tools Operation, one of the four
courses for which IMA workshop has been found suitable. As the first batch
commences its training from 15th March, 2020, more courses such as Welding and
Fabrication, Electrical and Navigation Equipment Installation will be added.
The trainees will be provided training free of cost, rather they will enjoy some
allowance which will be paid directly to the trainees. The duration of each course
will be three months and IMA intends to complete three courses as approved this
year.
The course is open to both male and female trainees who have completed the 8th
grade of school and are aged between 18 and 45 at the time of enrollment.
Seafarers, who are redundant or looking for alternate employment ashore or
would like to open their own business can immensely benefit from the programme.
It is expected that in years to come, skilled
manpower will be available through the
programme and will enhance the nation building
capacity through such labour force.

Bleak outlook
for tanker
shipping until
second half 2021
A gloomy outlook is forecast for the
tanker shipping market at least until
the second half of 2021 when oil
demand is expected to increase,
according to analyst Poten &
Partners.
For 2021, scheduled deliveries are
more than double the 2020 numbers
and even though delays are expected
with a pickup in scrapping this year,
the outlook remains bleak.
"The tanker fleet has grown in 2020
with the delivery of 36 VLCCs, 29
suezmaxes and 18 aframaxes/LR2s.
Ten panamaxes/LR1s and 63 MRs
were added to the fleet as well. While
these are by no means record
deliveries, there was a significant
drop in oil transportation demand
and only very limited scrapping,"
Poten & Partners wrote.
"The main underlying reasons for the
weak start of the year are clear: low
tanker demand combined with too
many ships. Oil and tanker demand
will remain challenging, at least
through the first half of 2021 and
maybe longer."
In many countries, the Covid-19
pandemic is worse than it has ever
been and some governments have
reinstated travel bans, dampening oil
demand. While several vaccines have
been approved and production is
starting to ramp up, the rollout of the
vaccine is much slower than
anticipated.
"Oil demand is still 4-6 million bpd
below pre-pandemic levels and
analysts don't expect global oil
demand to return to 2019 levels until
sometime in 2022. We expected oil
demand growth to be fairly slow in
the first half of 2021, with possible
acceleration in the second half of the
year," Poten & Partners stated.
An additional negative for the tanker
shipping market is the overhang of
floating storage.
( To be cont'd on page 15 )
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Baltic Index
Extends Rally on
Surging Chinese
Coal Shipments
The Baltic Exchange's main sea
freight index climbed about 10% to
its highest level in three months on
Monday as soaring coal demand from
China continued to power capesize
rates higher. The Baltic dry index,
which tracks rates for capesize,
panamax and supramax vessels,
jumped 155 points, or about 9.7%, to
1,761, its highest since mid-October
last year.
The capesize index gained 407 points,
or about 16%, to 2,955, its highest
since Oct. 13, 2020.
Average daily earnings for capesizes,
which typically transport 150,000tonne cargoes such as iron ore and
coal, rose by $3,376 to $24,507.
"Increased demand for coal from
Indonesia going into China has
definitely boosted the rates in the
Pacific," Rebecca Galanopoulos
Jones, head of research at Alibra
Shipping, said. Last week, record
cold weather in China resulted in a
massive increase in power demand.
Increased Chinese demand for
Brazil's iron ore has been the cause
for optimism going through to the
smaller sizes like panamax vessels,
Jones added.
The panamax index gained 61 points,
or 3.9%, to 1,620, its highest level
since late-August last year.
Average
daily
earnings
for
panamaxes, which usually carry coal
or grain cargoes of about 60,000
tonnes to 70,000 tonnes, were up
$550 to $14,581.
The supramax index gained 10 points
to 1,039, an over three-week high.
Source: Reuters

Company News

KLMA Philippines Visit
Writtenby:Capt.J.M.Rakib,VicePrincipal,BMTI

It was a little cold but sunny day in late January last year in Pasay Bay, Manila
when myself along with Capt. Md. Babul Hossain, CNS of Bangladesh Maritime
Training Institute and four Kline seafarers arrived at Kline Maritime Academy
Philippines. The south west part of Manila, also known as Metro Manila along
the coast of Manila bay was quite familiar to me since I visited this place on
another occasion as well in the year 2017. On both occasions my purpose of visit
was to oversee KLINE in-house ancillary courses. In 2017 I attended the Basic
and advanced container cargo handling courses as an observer. I developed the
course curriculum as per KLINE guidance and ever since KLINE Bangladeshi
ratings and Officers have been attending these two container cargo handling
courses in Bangladesh Maritime Training Institute under my direct supervision
and instruction instead of travelling to Manilla, Philippines. This time we visited
the same training center to oversee 3 more very important courses. The
"Navigation watch simulator training" course was addressed to a single
navigational watch keeper and "BRM/BTM" course was to a bridge team with a
view to enhance the navigational safety in general to most critical navigational
situation and to reduce/eliminate maritime casualty. The third one "Real danger
sensing" course was addressed to deck and engine ratings and cadets with a view
to enhance safety conscious by demonstrating practically, day to day shipboard
activities where worker may sustain minor to serious injury. The courses were
conducted methodically with theoretical sessions followed by numerous ship
handling exercises and demonstration on day to day activities on board the ship
in order to assess the real dangers associated with each activity. Soon after our
return to Bangladesh from Manila, Kline requested for feasibility study reports
and resources requirements to conduct the mentioned three courses in
Bangladesh. For further observation of ship handling courses, we were proposed
to visit KLINE Machida Center in Tokyo, Japan. From recent correspondence
with KLINE management it was quite evident that they intend to transfer some
of their specific courses to Bangladesh Maritime Training Institute (BMTI)
where Bangladeshi national and possibly Indian and Myanmar national seafarers
will attend rather than travelling to Philippines. I must be thankful to Kline
management and appreciate their understanding for choosing Bangladesh
Maritime Training Institute as future training center for their prospective
seafarers. BMTI training, education and development programs are compliant
with the International and national maritime regulatory bodies like STCW, IMO
and Department of Shipping of Bangladesh (DoS). Since 2001, BMTI is
conducting all levels of Deck and Engine preparatory courses, more than 50
various STCW and non STCW courses, IMO model courses and tailored inhouse courses for Haque & Sons managed foreign Shipping lines. As an
appreciation of unbeatable standard, BMTI was categorized as the only Grade
"A" maritime training center in Bangladesh. We have facilities comparable to
world class standard. Well experienced Master mariners and Chief engineers are
our resources; our tools are our strength and our trainees the challenge to pursue.
In BMTI we continuously thrive to ensure that our training programs and
standards are upgraded continuously in order to exceed the expectation of our
valued customers. I look forward to welcome our KLINE seafarers in
Bangladesh Maritime Training Institute to obtain world class training to enhance
their knowledge and skill and upgrade their vision in order to contribute their
utmost to the beloved shipping line - KLINE.
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Seafarer's Voice
FRAGRANCE OF NEW TAKING OVER SHIP

MV. FIDUM AUSTRALIS

Greeting to Almighty and all concerned
who has created opportunity to be a part
of new delivery ship. From the very
beginning of my seafaring life, I had a
dream of taking over new ship. I am
fortunate to have this great opportunity
and took one step forward to fulfill my
dream. The dream came true when
country's leading manning agency Haque
& Sons Limited selected me for the new
delivery ship "MV. Fidum Australis"
which is operated by Santoku Senpaku Co., Ltd.
From the bottom of my heart, want to give thanks from myself & on behalf of all
officer & crew of MV Fidum Australis and also give highest gratitude to our Principle
(Santoku Senpaku Co., Ltd) & Manning Company "Haque & Sons Limited".
On 30th Nov 2019 myself along with other 17 (Officers & Crew) arrived at Shanghai,
China whereas top four officers joined on 21st Nov 2019 to take part in the sea trial.
Next Morning on 01st Dec 2019, we first boarded on the vessel. The first glance of her
was really exciting for me as a takeover officer. So many shipyard people working
restlessly to make the new lady beautiful & Sea worthiness. They beautify her in such
a way, she looks just a new groom. Captain Mohammed Farooq Hossain & CE
Mohammad Zahedul Islam discussed about work plan and give us safety briefing as
well. Master Shared his experience of taking over with us. Every day we arrived at ship
in the morning & get back to hotel in the evening. We engaged ourselves to familiarize
each & everything, checking every item & attend the demonstration by shipyard
representative. Everything goes very smoothly for the proper guidance of our top four
officer (Master- Captain Mohammed Farooq Hossain, CE- Mohammad Zahedul Islam,
CO- Md Mahadur Rahman, 1A/E- Mostofa Nasim Aowrongo). They guided us
properly, as a result we were able to pick up everything. Captain Mohammed Farooq
Hossain just like a guardian & was unforgettable to me that helps me to accumulate all
the things which is related to me. His words inspired us to give our full effort to make
the vessel safe & Sea worthiness.
On the 10th Dec 2019, Shipyard arranged a Naming Ceremony, well decorated the new
lady with flowers, balloon's & flags. Honorable guest "Mr. Magashi Taga", owner of
the Santoku Senpaku Co., Ltd, Office Staff & Charterer staff joined the Naming
Ceremony. We welcomed all the guest to our ship by escort.
Now the time has come to the door that we have to commence our maiden voyage.
Senior Officers guided us to make her
ready for the maiden Voyage. She is
schedule to deliver her maiden voyage
towards Australia on 16th Dec 2019.
Now it's time to care the new lady to
maintain her beauty & sea worthiness.
At the end, we are very thankful to our
owner Santoku Senpaku Co., Ltd for
selecting Bangladeshi Crew for their
new building ship and thankful to
Haque & Sons Limited for creating the
platform for Bangladeshi Seafarer. We
will try our best to uphold the high
quality & pride of our nations.

Written By:

MILON HOSSEN
3rd Officer
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Cont'd from page 8
We have pleasure in congratulating the
following officers who have been
recently promoted on board our
managed vessels and we wish them all
the very best for the future :
Promoted to Master:
Md Habibur Rahman Khan - CO3428
Md. Jannatul Islam - CO4851
Delowar Hossain - CO4440
Ishtiaq Uddin - CO3493
Md. Sidul Islam - CO5452
Md. Nezam Uddin - CO4289
N.M. Ifthekharul Anam - CO4489
Promoted to Chief Officer:
S. M. Tofazzal Hossain - CO5834
Md. Sajib Alam Siddiquee - CO6302
Md Sazed Mamun Rabby - CO5460
Md. Insan Ahammad - CO6704
Md. Saifur Rahman - CO5306
Md Ala Uddin - CO4670
Md. Arifur Rahman - CO5921
Md Shafiqul Islam - CO6257
Md. Bulbul Islam - CO5818
Md. Omar Faruk - CO5108
Hasanul Kaium - CO5055
Hasan Mostafa Razibul - CO5472
Al Amin - CO5127
Md. Fardose Wahid - CO5124
Mohammed Nazrul Islam - CO5099
Shah Md. Mohsin - CO6152
Promoted to Chief Engineer:
Md. Abdur Rahim - CO4610
Hasan Sazzad Rana - CO4865
A. S. M. Faysal - CO5511
Khandakar Hamidur Rahman - CO4570
Mohammad Ash-Shafa - CO4869
Md. Ershadur Rahman - CO4416
Md Abdur Rahim Chowdhury - CO4772
A. H. M. Faisal Kabir - CO5089
Razzab Ali - CO4112
Munshed Shubhra - CO5478
Md. Mahbubul Alam - CO4550
Mohammad Ismail Swapan - CO3507
Mohammad Nasimul Gani - CO4248
Mohammad Hasibur Rahman - CO4515
Promoted to 2nd Engineer:
Md. Nazmur Rashid Khan - CO5904
Md. Saiful Islam - CO6765
Md. Hafijur Rahman - CO5910
Sheikh Sumon Hasan Babor - CO4750
Md. Imran Khan - CO6275
Mohammad Al Amin - CO5849
Md. Abdullah Al Mamun Sikder - CO5083
Shekh Rayhan Muzib - CO5187
Soliman Mahadi - CO5509
Ali Haider - CO5129
Md. Mijanur Rahman - CO5120
Mohammad Roney - CO5550
Mohammad Shoab Sharif - CO5526
Mohammad Fahmid Ali - CO5051
Md Billal Hossain Dhali - CO5957
Washiquazzaman Mahmood Chy - CO5491

Seafarer's Voice

New Vessels
under our
Management
1.

IMO - 9847853
Bulk Carrier
Panama Flag
DWT 82058
Built 2019
Joined Haque & Sons LtdJuly' 2019

2.

IMO - 9860594
Bulk Carrier
Liberia Flag
DWT 63533
Built 2019
Joined Haque & Sons LtdNovember' 2019

3.

IMO - 9869526
Bulk Carrier
Liberia Flag
DWT 187243
Built 2019
Joined Haque & Sons LtdDecember' 2019

4.

IMO - 9804928
Chem And Oil Tanker
Marshall Islands Flag
DWT 25357
Built 2020
Joined Haque & Sons LtdAugust' 2020

5.

IMO - 9727352
Bulk Carrier
Panama Flag
DWT 207219
Built 2015
Joined Haque & Sons LtdSeptember' 2020

6.

IMO - 9866586
Bulk Carrier
Panama Flag
Dwt 81601
BUILT 2020
Joined Haque & Sons LtdDecember' 2020

7.

IMO - 9810666
Chem And Oil Tanker
Singapore Flag
DWT 34766
Built 2020
Joined Haque & Sons LtdDecember' 2020

8.

IMO - 9458999
Container
Panama Flag
DWT 52055
Built 2010
Joined Haque & Sons LtdDecember' 2020

TAKING OVER A SHIP

"DAISY GLORY"

NANTONG COSCO KHI SHIP BUILDING CO LTD.
2nd July afternoon, I got a phone call. It was form Haque & Sons office. They
informed me that I have to join in a new ship. They told me to prepare myself for
the joining. I got very excited after hearing that.
16th July at Dhaka airport. We were
waiting for our flight. Destination
China. All the official paper works
were done by evening. After
completing all the formalities, we
got on the plane. Plane took off as
the scheduled time. Only our
families and memories were left
behind. After arriving at China, we
saw our agent was waiting for us at
the airport. Agent had already arranged a bus for us which will take us to the hotel.
The bus took us to the hotel. After entering we saw our Captain sir and others came
to greet us. Then finishing some hotel formalities, we went to our rooms to freshen
ourselves and then had our dinner. The foods they served was very tasty, we really
enjoyed their services.
Next morning after breakfast we saw a bus was waiting for us outside. It took about
half an hour to reach our destination from hotel to shipyard. At that time for the very
first time we saw our brand-new ship which we will be taking over. It was looking
beautiful from outside. There were some workers who were working there. Some of
them were painting, others were doing some maintenance works. First, we roamed
all sides of the ship. It was also beautiful inside. We had to do some work also. All
of us worked very hard to prepare the ship for the ceremony day.
At long last the big day came. The ship was decorated beautifully both inside and
outside. All the guests were happy
for all the hard work we had done.
All of us were very happy to see
that Capt. G. M. Quadrey sir came
to wish us good luck. Our company
president Mr. Masashi Taga and
from our charterer ADM Mr.
Christian Zastrow also came for the
ceremony event. We all ship
members welcomed our honored
guests. They looked around all over
the ship. While leaving all of them wished us good luck. Few hours later we started
our journey for our new destination. A journey of new hope, a journey of glory, with
our ship DAISY GLORY .
Prepared by :

Prepared by :

M. A. AHAD
DECK CADET
IMA 6th Batch

MD AL MAMUN
ENGINE CADET
IMA 5th Batch
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Seafarer's Voice
Taking over
MT. FURANO GALAXY
A ship is a large watercraft that travels the world's oceans and other
sufficiently deep waterways carrying goods or passengers or in
support of specialized missions, such as defense, research and fishing.
From my very childhood I have been cherishing pious wish to lead an
adventurous life at sea. Building a carrier as seafarer means living an
adventurous life where we have the opportunities to visit many
countries of the world and have some perspective and understanding
of their people, food and culture etc. While all these experiences are a
part of a regular voyage of a seafarer, joining a newly built ship as
take over crew has its own perks. I am fortunate to have this experience, On 10th July I was wondering in the airport with 18
other crew members to join a new takeover ship named MT. FURANO GALAXY. She is a magnificent Japanese build
chemical tanker of 25356.54 MT DWT. It was covid pandemic situation. Lock down given everywhere. But still people were
getting out for their essential duties like us. We were in the airport awaiting our flight from Dhaka-Qatar-Tokyo. We were afraid
of worldwide covid 19 situation. On 11th July evening we (total 19 crews including Master) safely reached at TOKYO, Japan.
In Narita International airport we got covid test. After that we shifted to Toyoko-inn hotel awaiting PCR test report. On 12th
July 2020 after noon PCR test report published and Alhamdulillah all crews were Covid negative. After that we moved to APA
hotel & quarantined for 14 days. The hotel was well furnished & luxurious to stay. We got to taste the Japanese food. On 26th
July self along with other officers & crews moved to Hachinohe. That was 09 hrs. bus journey from Tokyo to Hachinohe. I
found the journey was very enjoyable. We enjoyed the roadside beauty of japan. It was a beautiful experience. After a long
journey finally reached our destination at Hachinohe, Route-Inn hotel. Next morning On 27th July we moved to ship yard for
boarding ship. We arrived at the dock in the morning and sighted the beautiful lady moored at the jetty. The first glance of her
was really exciting for me as it was my first time as a takeover
officer. After boarding the vessel we the HAQUE & SONS family
were blessed to be a part of MOL CHEMICAL TANKERS as well as
UNIX LINE. The dock yard people demonstrated all ships equipment
to us in daily basis. Senior officers , Capt Tariq Ali and others, guided
us on various preparations to take in order to make her ready for her
maiden voyage in all respect. Company superintendents helped us
along the way. We took meal onboard supplied by dockyard. MT.
FURANO GALAXY is a fine built chemical tanker with all modern
operational facilities. She is scheduled to sail for her maiden voyage
on 04th Aug 2020.
In Sha Allah by the grace of almighty we will be able make her maiden voyage successful. I am thankfull to Haque & Sons Ltd
for giving me this opportunity and I wish to give my best to fulfill my responsibilities and heighten the position of Bangladesh
as a seafaring nation.
Prepared by :

Md Atikur Rahman
Third Officer
Ex Cadet of International Maritime Academy (5th Batch)
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Seafarer's Voice
TAKE OVER EXPERIENCE FROM 2ND OFFICER

MINERAL EDO
Working onboard merchant vessel is a harsh and challenging job and
it becomes more challenging whenever a ship is taken over from a
shipyard or from other Crew Manning complements. In the amidst of
COVID-19 Pandemic, the professional life of the seafarer onboard
has been more challenging than any other time. Regardless of all
these unfavorable condition, we 21 crew members took over the
vessel M.V. Mineral Edo, a 300m length, Cape size bulk carrier under
the command of Capt M. A. Masud on 12th of Sep-2020 from
Filipino crew at the port of Tubarao, Brazil.
MV Mineral Edo, a Panama flagged vessel was built in the year of
2015 at Imabari Shipyard, Japan, operated by Shoei Kisen Kaisha Ltd
(SKK) and chartered by Bocimar International NV. Presently she is running under the banner of sub charterer Oldendorff
Carriers GmbH and Co. KG. It's the first ship from Shoei Kisen Kaisha Ltd (SKK) to Haque & Sons Ltd (HSL) with full
Bangladeshi complements.
In the first week of August-20, I was informed by our good office, Haque & Sons Ltd (HSL) about my next employment. Due
to COVID-19 situation it was a tough call not only for myself and for my family but also same for my all other colleagues. Still
we all decided to join onboard because we had faith and believe on our Manning Agency that they will take utmost care of the
crew members. But in real scenario, the effective initiatives taken by Haque & Sons Ltd (HSL) was much more than our
imagination. They arranged all the joining formalities with the best possible way to avoid being affected by COVID-19. We
were sent to government offices and hospitals with special arrangement and office arranged transportation and accommodation
for those who lives outside Dhaka city. Prior joining, all of us were briefed several times abut COVID situation all over the
world and do's and don'ts for our good health. HSL office arranged all protective equipment for all of us and arranged safe stay
where required in the process of joining the vessel.
On the 7th of Sep-20, early morning, myself along with my fellow colleagues, took our first flight to Doha and reached Sao
Paulo on the following day by Qatar Airways connecting flight. We were warmly welcomed by the local agent at Sao Paulo and
transferred to Hotel Monaco for food and accommodation after the long and hectic journey.
On 8th of Sep-20 we took our domestic flight to Tubarao and transferred to Hotel Golden Tulip. For rest of the day, we
followed the local authority formalities and took rest. Tubarao is a tourist city in the Atlantic coast of Brazil with mesmerizing
scenic beauty but due to COVID situation we restricted ourselves
from roaming around and restrained in the hotel room.
At 7 O'clock on 9th Sep morning, we were picked up by the local
agent from the hotel and boarded our expected lady at Vitoria
Anchorage. We were warmly welcomed onboard by the outgoing
Master and initial familiarization was conducted by outgoing Chief
Officer. Later, we started taking over process from respective out
going crews.
Under the effective guidance and leading of Capt M.A Masud, we
started our detailed checking on our respective fields and notified
him at any ambiguity. Upon vessels loading at Tubarao port the
outgoing crews departed the vessel and handed over the vessel to us
on 12th Sep-2020.
Though we took over from Filipino crew and they left the vessel, still our taking over process was not completed by the time of
departure from Tubarao because we had to go niceties on every part of the vessel. As per Master's instruction, we pointed out
all the deficiencies and made an initial observation list which was meant not to blame the outgoing crews but to bring the ship
in right order. It was a heavy workload for each of us still and after rectifying all the initial observations, now anyone can see
the improvement, she has turned into a new look and the operator and charterer is fully satisfied with her change and
improvement.
Prepared by :
Now after completing two voyages, the ship is running smoothly without any
problem and I must submit that it's our full team effort under the leadership of Capt
M. A Masud who guided us to make it happen.
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Md Tanvir Ahmed
2nd officer

Seafarer's Voice
TAKING OVER
"M.T. RHAPSODY"
Story of successful taking over M.T Rhapsody is quite different than
other New delivery ship due to Covid-19 pandemic.
With the help of almighty and support of various stake holders we total
22 Bangladeshi seafarers have made It successful with the hard labor in
northern winter in which we aren't habituated.
Due to Covid-19 pandemic the joining of us was not smooth as before.
We all had to face a long-awaited quarantine period which started from
Bangladesh and ended up in Japan by joining Shin Kurushima Dock
house at Onishi on 10-12th December 2020.
The journey of our maiden voyage started on 24th December 2020 from
Onishi to Kashima Japan after the takeover ceremony. But all of our crew
began their joining journey well before by attending the Quarantine in
International Maritime Academy, Gazipur, Bangladesh from 16th
November 2020.
Firstly, we were tested for Covid-19 two times before joining in International Maritime Academy, Gazipur, Bangladesh on 16th
November 2020 for quarantine. We maintained proper isolation and social distance in IMA quarantine facility. The facility was newly
established, food was normal and we were not permitted to venture outside the academy facilities. That's why most of the time we
were out of comfort zone. We expected home quarantine before departure from Bangladesh but office was very strict and didn't
allowed at all. It was quite difficult to stay in quarantine in Bangladesh without family. Before departure from Bangladesh we
undergone final Covid-19 test in Evercare hospital 48 hrs before flight. During all these activities prior joining we moved in a small
group to avoid gathering and risk of contamination. Haque & Son's gave us continuous support during this time.
After all crew got negative in PCR test in Bangladesh we started for flight group wise. The first and 2nd group left Bangladesh on
25th November by Emirates and Qatar Airlines, 3rd group on 27th November by Emirates Airline and last and final group left
Bangladesh on early morning of 28th November by Malaysian Airlines.
After departing from Narita airport, it was 8 to 9 hours path by bus to arrive Sun plaza Rinkai hotel, Osaka. In between there were a
stoppage for dinner a new experience as most of us were not familiar and habituated with Japanese food.
During quarantine period in Sun plaza Rinkai hotel we were provided with individual room with good arrangement but food was not
according to the test of Bangladeshi. After 2 days there was a surprise arrangement of Indian food by Master and chief Engineer which
gave us relief form monotony of Japanese food and added a new change. We were pleased and thankful to Master and Chief engineer
for such a nice arrangement. After staying one week one week in hotel, we were bought to Osaka. All the time outside our hotel room
we took all preventive measures to stay out from CORONA. In hotel we had a conference room where we met to do meeting and
paper work. The weather in Japan was cold, normally 5-7 deg in day
time and night it was 2-3 deg sometimes 0 deg also.
On 10th and 12th December we moved to shipyard facilities (Dock
house) for taking over beautiful lady M.T. RHAPSODY. We started our
real taking over from 13th December while all officer and crew arrived
at Onishi shipyard. Everyday we completed our breakfast by 0715 am
and went to dock office for key meeting. Master described our daily plan
and discussed any feedback from us. After that we went to ship within 8
o'clock with proper PPE. Familiarization and training of various Deck
and Engine machinery / Equipment carried out by responsible shipyard
Deck/Engine in charge.
This schedule continues till 23rd December, 2020. In between we took
provision, store, drinking water, tank cleaning water, fuel oil etc. On
23rd we took our all luggage's to our respective cabin. During staying in Dock house, we got chances to visit Imabari Castle,
Fujiyamakenkubunka park and Shopping Malls. We got the chance to taste the famous Japanese Ramen.
Final day had arrived on 24th December, 2020. The most desirable day for us. Everybody was excited, we woke up early in the
morning, finished our last breakfast in dock house and started walk with our remining's towards RHAPSODY. It was a long journey
but didn't feel at all due to excitement. We dressed up for final ceremony. At sharp 9 am ceremony was started. Master & Chief
engineer on stage along with MOL, TMS & Dockyard representatives. Remaining all of us stood in a single line near the stage.
Opening speech given and then sang Japanese national anthem followed by Singapore. After that permission given to blown the air
horn with festoon. It was really life time experience for most of us to took-over new vessel. After ceremony there was a photo session
and vessel departed Shinkurushima Shipyard for owner's trial. After owner's
trial vessel anchored off shipyard to carry out various safety drills and training.
Prepared by :
After successful trial, drills and training vessel finally sailed for her maiden
Capt. Mohammad Anwarul Azim
voyage at 1648 hrs. for Next loading port Kashima.
We feel proud as Bangladeshi to take over New delivery vessel M.T Rhapsody
Master
successfully.
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Seafarer's Voice
Take Over Experience of "MV Sentosa Challenger"
at Imabari Shipyard, Marugame, Japan on Mar-Apr, 2020
Greetings,
There is always first time in everything, and it was my first time as
Master to take over a new building from shipyard and get the ball
rolling. We had to be on the ball as it's a new venture for Haque &
Sons through Santoku Senpaku Co., Ltd and new opening for
Bangladesh nationals to work under the new Ownership (Shoei
Kaisen, Japan) and the new Management (SMTECH, Korea). So, one
can imagine the pressure back of the mind and the urge to do better to
prove our worth for the sake of whole nation kind of.
New sounds good, but taking over a new building kind of a challenge.
Albeit she looks beautiful but saying goes, "Beauty is skin deep". So,
we top 4 had to be extra vigilant and careful to confirm her beauty externally and not to mention internally. And there comes the
term Sea Trials.
Sea trials are the final trials in the construction stage of ship where all the machinery equipment and all fittings on the ship are
tried out for the first time in sea conditions, and each system is tried and tested as far as practicable at its maximum capacity.
All the trials which are included in the sea trial programs are those which are not capable of being carried out as a part of the
dock side trials of machinery and equipment (Source Google).
Usually top 4 are invited to experience and observe sea trials in order to note down deficiencies and be conversant, but a Class
surveyor attendance is must and he's the one to be satisfied and who confirms optimum performance of all the equipments and
structural requirements to International/Class rules and regulations so as to ensure its sea worthiness.
For easy and ready reference a drawing by name "Schedule and procedure of Preliminary and Official Sea Trial" and Sea Trial
comment sheet for Deck and Engine are provided. All testing carried out according to the schedule and an announcement is
made over PA system prior each test to alert concerned, and comment sheets are discussed at the end of the trials.
It is important to note down all deficiencies and bring it to the attention of Owner's representative asap. Crews were sent in two
groups, first group, top 4 before sea trial while the second group, the remaining about a week before delivery.
We top 4 (Master Islam M Qumrul, C/O Sadman M Rahman, CE M Abul Bashar and 1AE M Noman Uddin) arrived at
shipyard on 22nd March, 2020. Upon arrival at the dormitory at shipyard we had been given a schedule up to delivery and the
schedule's maintained more or less. However, after sea trial schedule
was disrupted due to COVID-19 lockdown and instead of crew from
Bangladesh, crew from Indonesia arrived on 31st March, 2020 to
remain under quarantine for 14 days and then to join us for the
delivery and delivery was re-scheduled on 20th April, 2020.
It is worth mentioning that it's frenzy, starts few days before delivery
as lots of activities happening at the same time - Demonstration of
equipment by Makers representative for each equipment, checking
and receiving of stores/spares including provision, bunkering,
preparing for ISM/ISPS/MLC audit and certification, preparing for
next voyage and final checking all around etc.
After sea trial Owner's briefing with Master and CE and a visit to
famous Shrine to pray for the safety and security of the ship according to Japanese custom held and during briefing Owner
emphasized on their motto/spirit which are 1) Never allow vessel to be rusty and dirty, 2) Safe operation and 3) Quick and
Close Communication.
Bearing in mind Owner's spirit, leading from front and with butterflies in the stomach we set the sail for MV Sentosa
Challenger on 20th April, 2020 along with 16 numbers of Indonesian Crew.
As congratulation poured in upon delivery it's understood we were successful in impressing Owner as saying goes, "First
impression is the best impression" and our hard work (Top 4) paid
Prepared by :
off, and now after 9 months of sailing across the oceans it's all
Bangladesh Crew to take MV Sentosa Challenger through the
Capt. Islam Mohammed Qumrul
oceans and seas.
New Take Over Master
Best wishes to all concerned with MV Sentosa Challenger and
following sea for her.
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Company News
MMSL EXPANDS
OPERATIONS TO MARINE SERVICES
MMSL started its journey in US shore by establishing its own office in NY in the year 2007 to provide value added services to our
Principals primarily in crew related areas.
In 2018 Marine Manning Svcs Ltd (MMSL) shifted its office to Houston, Texas and expanded the business by stepping into Marine
services areas to provide our clients with very high quality Marine and Cargo Surveys, Port Captaincy, Marine Consultancy, Marine
Inspections and Audits. In addition, MMSL got approval of Liberian Flag Administration (LISCR) authorized company to conduct ISM,
ISPS and MLC audits and Inspections, pre-emptive Safety Inspection, Annual safety Inspection attend USCG COC on behalf of LISCR.
Presently MMSL is providing following services to various clients:
CREW MANAGEMENT
Attending vessel on behalf of owner and Manning office for crew related matters such as welfare, training, MLC compliance, motivation,
performance check, coordinating safe crew replacement and repatriation etc.
MARINE SERVICES
SURVEY / INSPECTIONS - Draft surveys, per-purchase inspection, on- off hire bunker and conditions survey, bunker quantity survey,
outturn survey, damage cargo survey, P & I survey, Port Captaincy, cargo maximizing, damages to refrigerated cargoes, container survey.
ISM audit.
CONSULTANCY - Preparation for USCG and PSC inspection. Disposal of infested and non-infested dunnage materials under USDA and
CBP guideline.
HUSBANDRY- Supply of emergency provisions.
Capt. Shah Azimul Huq (ex - Haque Sons) is overseeing MMSL's US operations stationed in Houston, Texas.
Liberian Flag Administration (LISCR) authorized company to conduct ISM, ISPS and MLC audits and Inspections, pre-emptive Safety
Inspection, Annual safety Inspection attend USCG COC on behalf of LISCR.
Contact information: Capt. Shah Azimul Huq, Human Resources Consultant, Marine Manning Svcs Ltd (MMSL), 10333 Harwin Drive,
Suite 168, Houston, TX 77036, 1-346-867-3989 (Off), 1-832-670-0544 (H/P), 1-347-322-7659 (AOH), www.mmsl.us.com

10 tips for good mental
health onboard
Mental health is a key issue for every workplace, including seafaring which is characterized by increased workload and isolation.
WHO defines mental health "as a state of well-being in which every individual realizes his or her own potential, can cope with the
normal stresses of life, can work productively and fruitfully, and is able to make a contribution to her or his community."
A 'red zone' for seafarers: A recent study by Cardiff University identified the following factors pre-disposing seafarers at mental
illness: isolation-loneliness, lack of shore leave, fear of criminalization, fear of job loss and separation from family.
Key steps for enhancing crew's mental health
1. Socialize: Take time for regular tours round the ship and have informal chats. Spend time with others and participate in social
life onboard.
2. Don't keep problems to yourself: Share your problems with a person close to you, onboard or ashore. If you feel lonely,
reach out to others, do something together. This can give anyone a sense of time out and can be a good distraction.
3. Do not neglect importance of physical wellness:
-Eat well: A healthy diet is the A and Z to a sense of wellbeing.
-Get a quality sleep: Set an alarm at a regular time each day, avoid computer when you go to bed, and use your bed mainly for sleep.
-Exercise: Exercise can clear your thoughts and get into a better state of mind to deal with your problems.
4. Identify the source of your stress: Make a list of the things worrying you or talk it over with someone you trust to identify
the main causes of stress. Then plan your action.
5. Engage with others in a respectful way: A key component of wellbeing is harmonic co-existence with others. Be respectful
and this respect will be reflected back. If there are any problems, deal with them as soon as possible. Do not tolerate bullying
and harassment.
6. Do not underestimate the impact of details: You may feel broken down, but even small things like having an open door to
your cabin or watching a movie in the common areas can make a difference to your mental health after a while.
7. Be present: Train yourself on the practice of mindfulness meditation to bring attention to whatever is happening in the present
moment. This helps you to manage your stress and find inner peace.
8. Take initiatives: Encourage social activities onboard, don't wait for others to think of all the good ideas!
9. Take care of others: Reach out to any of your colleagues who seem to be feeling down. Even the smallest act can count,
whether it's a smile, a thank you or a kind word.
10. Remain vigilant: See the signs to yourself and others. The following factors may indicate a mental health problem:
✦ Changes in behaviour or mood
✦ Changes in effectiveness at work
✦ Inability to focus/make decisions
✦ Changes in eating habits
✦ Excessive alcohol use or drug use.
This is as much as the seafarer can do for themselves. Always pay attention to the signals your mind and body are giving you and ask
for help if you are in a crisis situation. Your safety is the number one priority.
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Bleak outlook
for tanker
shipping until
second half 2021
Cont'd from page 6

The number of ships utilised for
crude oil and refined product storage
has declined gradually since it
reached a peak in the summer of
2020. The release of floating storage
cuts back transportation demand and
adds tonnage to the market.
"Oil supply may not come to the
rescue of the tanker market, as
Opec+
remains
remarkably
disciplined, and non-Opec producers
have limited spare capacity to bring
to market," Poten & Partners said.
Some earnings, particularly in the
crude oil segment, are tiptoeing on
negative territory. Poten & Partners
noted that VLCCs, suezmaxes and
aframaxes have all shown negative
TCE earnings on one or more of the
benchmark routes.
"2021 is not off to a great start.
Usually the winter months are good
for tanker rates, but not this year. A
review of the daily market rates
shows low Worldscale assessments,
which lead to very low TCE
earnings," the analyst said.
Source URL: https://www.seatrademaritime.com/tankers/bleak-outlook-tankershipping-until-second-half-2021

QUOTABLE QUOTES
"Inspirational Mental Health Quotes"
Out of suffering have emerged the
strongest souls; the most massive
characters are seared with scars.
- Khalil Gibran
Not until we are lost do we begin to
understand ourselves.
- Henry David Thoreau

Company News
International Maritime Academy
Signs MoU with
Canadian University
International Maritime Academy (IMA)
has signed a Memorandum of
Understanding with Canadian University
of Bangladesh (CUB) in education and
training cooperation on 21st October 2019
at the University Campus. Cadets after
successful completion of two years course
from IMA and one-year sea service will
have scope to pursue higher education (undergraduate)degree course in Shipping
and Maritime Science in Canadian University of Bangladesh with credit transfer
facilities of maximum 75 Credit Hours (CH). The students can then complete six
semesters within a period of seven years and get their undergraduate degree from the
university. The MoU also includes resource sharing with CUB in the use of the
facilities of IMA for further advancement of maritime education. The Vice
Chancellor of CUB, Dr. Mohammad. Mahfuzul Islam signed the MoU on behalf of
the university and Capt. Zaki Ahad FNI signed on behalf of IMA. The Vice
Chancellor of CUB, Managing Director of IMA, Mr. Emdadul Haque Chowdhury,
Capt. Kazi Ali Imam, Head of the Marine faculty of CUB spoke on the occasion on
the importance of resource sharing and
closer collaboration between the university
and the academy. The Commandant of
IMA praised the initiative of CUB in
rendering the opportunity to IMA cadets to
further their formal academic career which
is fully recognized. The students of IMA
will get special preference in enhancing
their career with the degree that will be conferred on completion of their studies in
CUB; something that the parents of the cadets had always desired. IMA has fulfilled
its obligation to provide opportunity for its trainees both at sea and ashore and treat
the opportunity as a milestone in maritime education and training in Bangladesh.

You, yourself, as much as anybody in
the entire universe, deserve your love
and affection.
- The Buddha
Your present circumstances don't
determine where you can go; they
merely determine where you start.
- Nido Qubein
What we achieve inwardly will
change outer reality.
- Plutarch
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"Safety Tip"

Handing OverEngineers Officers - In Port
The following principal items of information should be
exchanged when handing over the responsibility for a watch.
✦ Orders from the Chief Engineer and/or First Engineer.
✦ Machinery in operation and water level and pressure in
boilers.
✦ Defective machinery.
✦ Machinery on stand by or short
notice.
✦ Cargo operations.
✦ Bunkering operations in progress.
✦ Ballast operations in progress.
✦ Machinery repairs in progress.
✦ Details of any authorized persons within the engine room
or associated spaces.
✦ Names of engineer officers ashore.
✦ Water and bunker tanks in use.
✦ Advice or information passed from the deck department
on cargo or other matters.

Recipe
C
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Sweet Potato & Black
Bean Chili

Make a double batch of this quick vegetarian
chili, full of black beans and sweet potatoes, and
eat it for lunch the next day or freeze the extras
for another night. We love the smoky heat from
the ground chipotle, but omit it if you prefer a
mild chili. Serve with tortilla chips or cornbread and coleslaw.
Ingredients
◗ 1 tablespoon plus 2 teaspoons extra-virgin olive oil
◗ 1 medium-large sweet potato, peeled and diced
◗ 1 large onion, diced
◗ 4 cloves garlic, minced
◗ 2 tablespoons chili powder
◗ 4 teaspoons ground cumin
◗ 1/2 teaspoon ground chipotle chile
◗ ¼ teaspoon salt
◗ 2½ cups water
◗ 2 15-ounce cans black beans, rinsed
◗ 1 14-ounce can diced tomatoes
◗ 4 teaspoons lime juice
◗ ½ cup chopped fresh cilantro

Directions
◗ Step 1
Heat oil in a Dutch oven over medium-high heat. Add sweet potato
and onion and cook, stirring often, until the onion is beginning to
soften, about 4 minutes. Add garlic, chili powder, cumin, chipotle
and salt and cook, stirring constantly, for 30 seconds. Add water
and bring to a simmer. Cover, reduce heat to maintain a gentle
simmer and cook until the sweet potato is tender, 10 to 12 minutes.
◗ Step 2
Add beans, tomatoes and lime juice; increase heat to high and
return to a simmer, stirring often. Reduce heat and simmer until
slightly reduced, about 5 minutes. Remove from heat and stir in
cilantro.

Our Readers Matter

“local
local service, global reach”
reach

We are very pleased to receive plenty of responses to our
July, 2019 newsletter - all very positive. It has turned out
to be a worthy attempt to reach out to our staff on board
and in fact we are very heartened by the fact that some of
our readers from the sea took the trouble to offer relevant
comments and suggestions in order to make this
newsletter more meaningful. Thank you very much
indeed.
By Mail
"HS Newswave"
Haque & Sons Ltd.
1267/A Goshaildanga, Agrabad Commercial Area
Chattogram-4100, Bangladesh.
By Electronic Mail:
Email: newsletter@haqsons.com
You can access more detailed information regarding our
newsletter at www.haqsons.com/newsletter.htm
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